
ONE OFF WRITING ACTIVITIES

Here are some wonderful creative writing activities for making the process fun Toss a random one to a student who
continues the â€œball rollingâ€• with a writer's craft elements in chunks and focus on specific ones at a time.

Birthday Messages Whenever someone has a birthday, get the entire class to write a message. Once students
have gathered their language together, they can work to build a poem out of the scraps, usually choosing a
central theme to give the piece cohesion. In this article we will take a look at some ways we can inject a little
enjoyment back into the writing game. Hopefully someone will make up a reason why "Paul" isn't in today.
This activity is based on the Dr. After they've done this ask the students to write three things that the person
likes doing. Share the list with your students and invite them to come up with their own solutions to the
writing blues. The class could make a book describing the mascot's travels. Our hope is that these activities
will create a workshop-like environment that fosters feedback and collaboration in your writing classroom.
This activity inspires writing because it helps the students understand the true meaning and importance of
every word they use. Preventing Plagiarism With the accessibility of online information, plagiarism is more
insidious than ever. Find out when you and your students go beyond the classroom and visit this website , a
comprehensive list of online publications looking for student submissions in all genres and media, for all ages.
Insist that they tell you where he is. Write a descriptive paragraph about your character as if it is an alien
arriving here on earth for the first time. Julie Petersen is a tutor, a writer, and a blogger who features the latest
career and educational trends in her articles. Try not too give them too much time; you want them to finish
writing in the middle of an idea â€” that creates a challenge for the next writer! The Process: There are two
ways to do this activity. When the mascot returns to school, spend some time discussing what it has done and
where it has been. The last person in the row, runs her paper up to the first person. An newspaper interview,
written as if in the future, with the child who is now famous. Yes â€” the students expect to be entertained.
They will get to consider what shape their future world will take in this engaging thought experiment that will
afford opportunities for them to improve their writing too. Citation is for Kids Although many students don't
learn how to source properly until high school or, sadly, college , you can get your students ahead of the game
with this site. Tell them to use it in a sentence. Think of something unusual. Collect descriptions, post pictures
around the room, redistribute descriptions and challenge students to match the picture with the description.
When these are made, you could post them around the school. Before the lesson, put a chair in an empty space
in the classroom. Ask the children to think of a story that they know well, and to write another version from
another point of view. Tell them that he normally sits in his space point to the empty chair and that he was
there yesterday, but he isn't there today. Minilesson 1: InstaMemory Imagine a favorite memory as a cellphone
picture. The partner continues the story where you left off and writes for two minutes before passing the story
back. For example, you may want to stipulate that no real people can be mentioned in the story, or that it must
be rated G. It is time consuming and, for the vast majority of us, difficult at the best of times. While they are
looking after the mascot, they should write a short story in the book outlining what the mascot has done during
its stay with them. Rubrics at the Ready Who doesn't love a good rubric? Each student picks one out of the
hat, before writing on that question for a suitable set amount of time. And we can use that to our advantage.


